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From Beckett to Burroughs, The Story of O to The Autobiography of Malcolm X, an iconic literary

troublemaker tells the colorful stories behind the storiesRichard Seaver came to Paris in 1950

seeking Hemingway's moveable feast. Paris had become a different city, traumatized by World War

II, yet the red wine still flowed, the cafÃƒÂ©s bustled, and the Parisian women found American men

exotic and heroic. There was an Irishman in Paris writing plays and novels unlike anything anyone

had ever readÃ¢â‚¬â€•but hardly anyone was reading them. There were others, too, doing

equivalently groundbreaking work for equivalently small audiences. So when his friends launched a

literary magazine, Merlin, Seaver knew this was his calling: to bring the work of the likes of Samuel

Beckett, Eugene Ionesco, and Jean Genet to the world. The Korean War ended all thatÃ¢â‚¬â€•the

navy had paid for college and it was time to pay them back. After two years at sea, Seaver washed

ashore in New York City with a beautiful French wife and a wider sense of the world than his

compatriots. The only young literary man with the audacity to match Seaver's own was Barney

Rosset of Grove Press. A remarkable partnership was born, one that would demolish U.S.

censorship laws with inimitable joie de vivre as Seaver and Rosset introduced American readers to

Lady Chatterly's Lover, Henry Miller, Story of O, William Burroughs, The Autobiography of Malcolm

X, and more. As publishing hurtles into its uncertain future, The Tender Hour of Twilight is a stirring

reminder of the passion, the vitality, and even the glamour of a true life in literature.
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Generally I read literary fiction, yet Seavers memorable book is both literary in terms of superb

writing as well as a fascinating account of Paris and Parisians post WWII and the literary stars of the

era. The book also covers Nyc's literary scene in the sixties and details the riveting battle against

censorship waged against Lady Chatterly's Lover, Henry Miller etc. in the process Seaver offers a

portrait of the publishing industry both abroad and in the US. Readers who love literature, Paris,

NYC publishing stories and a writing style that both compels and entrails, must read this book.

History buffs interested in the fifties and sixties will also love this book. Seaver brings Beckett,

Sartre, Genet and others to life in a way never done before. Seaver was not only a one of a kind

editor and translator but a formidable writer himself. This is noyT a book quickly forgotten. Don't let

the size of the book deter you...the pages fly. Rarely have I read a work of non-fiction with such

narrative drive. Can't say enough good things about this book. Savor it!

Not only is the book a stellar one for its subject, but Richard Seaver's voice made me want to read

everything he has ever written or contributed to!

An interesting account of a period in Paris when I was there and knew most of thepeople he writes

about. But familiar as I was, he did reveal a number of things Idid not know. I was a poor

student/aspiring writer and he was already establishinghimself.

Considering the ha ha factor of his satirical letter to Coke about their trademark concerns, I was

surprised by how dull this book was. And I love memoir. I mean, crazy love it. I didn't love this. In

fact, if you look up, you will see that I hated it.

This is mandatory reading for anyone who wants to understand how writers and editors work

together to create and publish work that's trying to do something original. Richard Seaver, in a

memoir edited after his death by Jeannette Medina Seaver, his wife of 55 years (and so often his



working partner), tells the story of Paris in the 1950s (Beckett, Ionesco, Genet) and New York in the

1960s (Burroughs, Henry Miller, the censorship battles). His voice pulls you in to an intimate view of

how people who are passionate about writing--and who think and live through writing--work together

to advance the cause of great new and emerging work--and, as their portfolio builds, to have the

great joy of advancing the work of writers they've worked with over the years. Seaver was brilliant,

classy, gutsy, tremendously hard-working, and had extraordinary taste and insight and the

determination to not only believe in the work he responded to, but to fight for its publication. (He was

also himself a writer who never lost his sense of humor, not for a single page, which makes this a

really fun ride.) This is also a book about relationships--friendships, the relationships among writers

and editors, and the love story between Dick and Jeannette. If you are interested in this period of

literature, read it. If you are interested in knowing how that under-financed thing called literary

publishing really works, read it. If you want a wonderful read, this is for you.

excellent writing and insightful to a major period of writing ... thoroughly enjoyed the book

Just tried to review but told the system was down...so before I type a long review only to be denied

access again...This book is amazing. An access into a fascinating world and time. I loved it.
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